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ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: The overwhelming benefit of endovascular therapy in patients with large-vessel occlusions suggests that more patients will
be screened than treated. Some of those patients will be evaluated first at primary stroke centers; this type of evaluation calls for
standardizing the imaging approach to minimize delays in assessing, transferring, and treating these patients. Here, we propose that CT
angiography (performed at the same time as head CT) should be the minimum imaging approach for all patients with stroke with suspected
large-vessel occlusion presenting to primary stroke centers. We discuss some of the implications of this approach and how to facilitate
them.

ABBREVIATIONS: CSC � comprehensive stroke center; DIDO � door-in-door-out time interval; EVT � endovascular thrombectomy; LAMS � Los Angeles Motor
Scale; LVO � large-vessel occlusion; PSC � primary stroke center; PPSC2PCSC � picture at the primary stroke center to puncture at the comprehensive stroke center
time

Ischemic stroke due to large-vessel occlusion (LVO) substan-

tially contributes to morbidity and mortality. Despite the im-

provements in systems of care and the development of effective

interventions, a minority of eligible patients receive acute thera-

pies.1 To increase patients’ access to treatment, stroke centers are

certified as primary (ie, capable of administering intravenous

thrombolytics) and comprehensive (ie, capable of administering

thrombolytics and endovascular thrombectomy [EVT]).

The evidence for the benefit from EVT in patients with LVO is

overwhelming, with a number needed to treat of 2.6 to reduce

functional disability on the modified Rankin Scale by at least 1

level.2 This benefit is evident across all subgroups and is indepen-

dent of age, stroke severity, or the extent of early ischemic changes

on imaging. This effect makes most patients with LVO potentially

eligible for EVT within 6 hours from onset. While early treatment

is associated with greater benefit,3 EVT is still associated with

better outcomes in selected patients in the 6- to 24-hour time

window.4,5 Therefore, it is critical that all potential EVT candi-

dates be screened for LVO rapidly and then rushed to compre-

hensive stroke centers (CSCs) for EVT.

Because many patients will first arrive at primary stroke cen-

ters (PSCs), the improvement of workflow processes at PSCs to

identify EVT candidates is a priority. To achieve this, we recom-

mend that all patients triaged as having potential LVO (eg, the Los

Angeles Motor Scale [LAMS] score6 is �4) receive a standardized,

1-stop imaging with noncontrast head CT and CTA at the same

time to confirm the presence of LVO and initiate the transfer

process. Key challenges to this approach include reliable head CT

interpretation and detection of LVO on CTA by nonexpert read-

ers. Advanced imaging, such as multiphase CTA or CTP, can help

overcome challenges related to variability in head CT interpreta-

tion. Multiphase CTA simplifies LVO detection even for nonex-

pert readers7 and provides collateral assessment and core/penum-

bra estimation.8,9 While evidence from the Efficacy and Safety of

MRI-Based Thrombolysis in Wake-Up Stroke trial supports MR

imaging– based selection of patients with unknown time of on-

set,10 CT-based paradigms are more widely available and faster

and have fewer contraindications compared with MR imaging,

making them more appropriate for the PSC setting.11

Herein, we discuss the driving principles behind our proposed
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imaging approach at PSCs and how they relate to the core con-

cepts of stroke therapy. These recommendations are not meant to

be binding, but they aim to engage physicians from all relevant

disciplines in both PSCs and CSCs and policymakers in a discus-

sion to streamline the imaging approach in patients with sus-

pected LVO in PSCs.

Appropriateness of Transfer
A critical PSC-related challenge is the appropriateness of transfer-

ring patients with suspected LVO. We have recently debated this

topic and proposed a classification scheme to assess the appropri-

ateness of patient transfer for EVT.12 Some of the clinical and

imaging characteristics of patients who are not candidates for

transfer include those with the following:

1) Completed infarct in which recanalization will be both fu-

tile and risky13

1) High likelihood of reperfusion with intravenous thrombo-

lytic therapy (distal occlusion, small thrombus, favorable throm-

bus characteristics)14,15

3) Severe comorbidities or poor premorbid status.

While PSCs should err toward overtransferring rather than

undertransferring because of the significant effect size of EVT, the

above-mentioned characteristics highlight the role of advanced

imaging in modern stroke care.

Time Matters
Fast treatment is essential for good stroke outcome. This is em-

phasized in the pooled analyses in the highly effective reperfusion

using multiple endovascular devices (HERMES) collaboration.3

Hence, one must balance the time spent on obtaining and inter-

preting imaging and the value and relevance of the information it

provides. At the CSC level, use of CTA has been linked to shorter

onset-to-treatment times.16 The need for and feasibility of rou-

tinely performing advanced imaging at PSCs are less clear. While

it will exhaust the limited resources of PSCs if CTA is performed

on all patients with stroke without discrimination, there are mer-

its to performing CTA in all patients with suspected LVO (based

on the LAMS, NIHSS, presence of cortical signs, and so forth) at

the same time as head CT. Patients not suspected of having LVO

such as those with minor stroke symptoms or those who are not

candidates for EVT, for example due to pre-existing disability or

functional impairment, could be assessed with head CT alone as

an initial step.

One approach to advanced imaging at the PSC level is to pro-

tocol the technique on the basis of the time from symptom onset.

Patients who present early (�6 hours) from onset undergo head

CT/CTA, while those arriving at later times (6 –24 hours from

onset) or those with suspected LVO stroke on awakening also

undergo CTP. Ultimately, a standardized, protocol-driven ad-

vanced imaging pathway is likely to be the most efficient strategy

in triaging patients at the PSC.

Technique and Technical Support Matter
For advanced imaging to be used at PSCs, imaging protocols need

to be well-developed, and qualified technologists need to be avail-

able to perform them around the clock. Results should be con-

veyed promptly to the managing physicians for the transfer pro-

cess to be initiated rapidly. Also, images need to be accessible to

the CSC team. These prerequisites may pose challenges for the

PSC, given their limited resources, especially outside of the work-

ing hours. Teleradiology consult with CSCs may be a potential

solution by using image transfer or a sharing platform or the

cloud. Alternatively, automated postprocessing software can be

used to immediately alert physicians to the presence of potential

thrombectomy candidates. Such software needs to be fast and

adequately tested, and personnel involved need to be trained to

recognize factors that may result in erroneous interpretation (eg,

patient motion). Another pitfall common to images obtained at

the PSC is the risk of decay (progression of infarction during

transfer), requiring repeat imaging based on a variety of clinical

characteristics (Figure).17

Door-In-Door-Out Is Critical
Workflow time metrics influence the outcomes of patients with

LVO stroke who initially present to PSCs (Figure). These include

the time from arrival at the PSC emergency door to the start of

intravenous thrombolytic therapy (door-to-needle time), the

time from arriving at the PSC door until the patient leaves the PSC

for a CSC (door-in-door-out time interval [DIDO]), and the time

from imaging at the PSC to the arterial puncture time at the CSC

(PPSC2PCSC).18 Some of these metrics depend on the efficiency of

workflow in the PSC (door-to-needle time, DIDO), while the

PPSC2PCSC integrates the time needed for transfer and that of any

additional imaging performed at the CSC. The DIDO metric has

become the chief measure for efficient management of patients

with LVO stroke within PSCs. Shortening the DIDO is feasible

and results in a shorter time to groin puncture.19 A target DIDO

of �45 minutes was achieved by McTaggart et al.19 Health care

systems should aim to achieve a DIDO as short as safely possible in

their stroke network based on the available resources.

The same paramedic team that brings the patient to the PSC

should accompany the patient during imaging and transfer to the

CSC if needed, to achieve an ultrashort DIDO. This arrangement

has many advantages, including the continuity of care, because

the same personnel at the first medical contact will be more likely

to pick up any improvement or deterioration. This approach will

save time and reflect positively on patient outcomes. One disad-

vantage is making certain that ambulance team is unavailable for

other emergencies during that entire time. However, if an ultra-

short DIDO can be implemented and consistently achieved, the

door-to-decision time at the PSC will be extremely short and it

will be an incentive for the paramedics to remain at the patient’s

side. To facilitate this ultrashort DIDO, the decision to transfer to

a CSC will need to be made directly after CTA once the presence of

proximal occlusion is confirmed. The complete interpretation of

NCCT and CTA with formal written reports can follow later and

should not be required for transfer. Built-in software for automated

ASPECTS interpretation, LVO detection, and perfusion imaging (for

patients with a late window) will expedite this process.

In summary, to maximize the workflow efficiency and deci-

sion-making at the PSC level, the same paramedic crew should

accompany the patient from first medical contact, during the stay

in PSC, and to the CSC if needed. Imaging modalities at the PSC

should do the following:
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1) Rule out intracerebral hemorrhage

2) Identify large-vessel occlusion

3) Identify a large-infarction core (eg, ASPECTS �6 or core

�50 mL; consider eloquence of the affected or spared brain re-

gions) and the infarction dynamics/decay (collaterals versus the

effect of the PPSC2PCSC).

The Table compares the various imaging options at the PSC level.

DISCUSSION
The choice of imaging technique at the PSC implies a certain

threshold for CSC transfer based on the information that each

technique provides. A minimalist imaging approach may set

FIGURE. The workflow of patients with LVO stroke arriving first at a primary stroke center. Once patients arrive at the PSC, steps that can introduce
delay in the door-in-door-out time interval include clinical and imaging assessments and the time spent on each of the various imaging modalities (the
length of the arrows corresponds to the relative duration needed to complete, process, and interpret each technique). Following imaging, the decisions
to administer intravenous thrombolytics (IVT) and whether to transfer to comprehensive stroke centers for endovascular thrombectomy can intro-
duce some delay. Transfer to CSCs is preferably done by the same Emergency Medical Service (EMS) team that brought the patient to the PSC. Once
the patient arrives at a CSC, repeat imaging can be considered in selected patients (*), given the low likelihood of recanalization of LVO with intravenous
thrombolytics and the variability of CT ASPECTS decay. Repeat imaging at the CSC will further delay the time interval from imaging at the PSC to arterial
puncture. mCTA indicates multiphase CTA; sCTA, single-phase CTA; angio, angiography.

Imaging options, advantages, and limitations at primary stroke centers
Imaging Modality Pros Cons

Plain CT only Highly time-efficient Detection of LVO is not reliable.
Dense MCA sign is not reliable20

Variability in ASPECTS reading, especially in the very early
time window21

CT plus single-phase
CTA (arch to vertex)

Exact occlusion site
Basic assessment of collaterals

Considerable risk of collateral underestimation if
acquisition timed too early

Roadmap for EVT procedure Distal occlusions might be missed; challenges with training
and maintaining competence for technologists in
low-volume community settings

CT plus multiphase CTA Robust collateral assessment (independent
of timing)

Collateral assessment may require training

Diagnosis of LVO in inexperienced readers
Easier detection of distal occlusions7

No additional contrast needed
Can be done on any modern scanner

CT plus CTP Easier identification of patients eligible for EVT More sensitive to patient motion
Easier identification of stroke mimics in the

absence of LVO22
Time-consuming; may create a bottleneck in a workflow

wherein the paramedic team that brings the patient in
is the same team that takes the patient to the CSC

Limited comparability of CTP results across protocols and
postprocessing software23,24

Higher contrast and radiation dose needed
CTP pitfalls25

Cost of additional postprocessing software, optional
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lower thresholds for transfer that consider all suspected patients

but come at the expense of relatively high inappropriate transfers.

The use of perfusion imaging implies strict thresholds based on

the presence of a target mismatch to allow the transfer. This per-

fusion mismatch paradigm comes at the expense of excluding

patients with proved benefit from EVT as shown by the Multi-

center Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for

Acute Ischemic Stroke in the Netherlands26 and the Trial and Cost

Effectiveness Evaluation of Intra-arterial Thrombectomy in

Acute Ischemic Stroke,27 which selected patients on the basis of

NCCT and the presence of proximal occlusion. Thus, the 2018

American Stroke Association guidelines did not recommend

the use of perfusion imaging for selecting patients for EVT in the

�6-hour time window.28 Advanced imaging also comes at the

expense of DIDO.

The imaging approaches in a given institution are dependent

on its available resources, expected patient volume, the distance to

the CSC (the closer the CSC, the less the need to perform ad-

vanced imaging at the PSC), and the availability of an imaging-

sharing platform with the CSC. The imaging approach can be

revisited, depending on the door-to-needle time and DIDO, and

according to infrastructure and resources. In addition, the ap-

proach needs to be tailored to the patient’s onset time.

We support the implementation of vascular imaging at the

PSC level as a goal that all stroke systems of care should achieve.

While it is estimated that around 10%–20% of LVOs will recana-

lize with intravenous thrombolytics en route to the CSC,29 the

rate of ASPECTS/collateral decay is not known. One study de-

scribed ASPECTS decay in 19.6% of patients transferred to CSCs

for EVT.30,31 This was noted in patients with poor baseline

ASPECTS and poor collateral flow and higher baseline stroke se-

verity, irrespective of the onset-to-imaging time or the duration of

the transfer.

While we propose that CT and CTA need to be the basis of

imaging in all patients with suspected LVO, the limitations of

these imaging modalities need to be considered. In addition to the

points discussed earlier (Table), the reliability of CT ASPECTS in

the early time window (�3 hours) may lead to excluding/includ-

ing inappropriate transfers for EVT.21 A training Web site for

ASPECTS is available to tackle many of the perceived challenges

related to CT (and CTA) interpretation in the acute stroke setting

(www.aspectsinstroke.com). Single-phase CTA assessment of

collaterals could be clouded by poor injection timing. Here, mul-

tiphase CTA has a clear advantage. While the Evaluation Study of

Congestive Heart Failure and Pulmonary Artery Catheterization

Effectiveness trial enrolled patients up to 12 hours on the basis of

CTA (or multiphase CTA) collaterals,32 patient selection based on

collateral imaging has not been directly compared with perfusion

imaging for selecting patients in the 6- to 24-hour time window.

Prospective cohorts have shown that multiphase CTA fared better

than CTP in selecting patients within 6 hours from onset.8

Future Directions and Conclusions
The advent of EVT in patients with LVO has opened the field for

innovation and technology. One promising aspect is the use of

automated aids for decision-making.33 Some of the developed

software tools were found to be noninferior to interpretation of

the ASPECTS by a neuroradiologist.34 There is innovation in the

prehospital detection of LVO. The volumetric impedance phase

shift spectroscopy (VIPS) device (Cerebrotech Medical Systems,

Pleasanton, California) has shown �90% sensitivity and specific-

ity for detecting severe strokes.35 If this technology or similar ones

reliably identify patients with LVO in the field, it will provide the

opportunity for rational, direct transfer of some patients to

nearby CSCs, eliminating the need for stopping at PSCs.

In conclusion, EVT has proved efficacy for a wide range of

patients with LVO stroke and in selected cases up to 24 hours from

onset. While PSCs have increased the proportion of patients with

stroke receiving thrombolytic therapy, delays can be encountered

until patients with LVO are identified and transferred from the

PSC to the CSC. Therefore, any extra steps need to be carefully

weighed. The use of CTA (especially multiphase) at the PSC level

has many advantages in expediting the transfer of appropriate

patients to CSCs. However, the routine implementation of CTA

requires resources and training in addition to the infrastructure

for sharing images with CSCs.
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